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Most input devices can only express a limited range of values when users 
perform a single action. Only few devices, such as the mouse, permit users to 
extend device input range through clutching. This thesis presents a general 
systematical analysis and design approach for clutching techniques extending 
the range of input streams. Firstly, it analyses the nature and cause of 
clutching, operation stages in clutching and examines their relationships. The 
analysis showed that the sequential relationship and paired relationship 
among stages decided the design focus, order and constraints.  Secondly, to 
design clutching, the thesis researches how external factors affect the design of 
operation stages. We found that system capability and application task work 
together to narrow down the design options. Thirdly, two digital pen studies 
exemplifies how our design approach can produce range extension in the pen’ 
tilt and pressure input stream. These two studies showed that when design 
clutching, finding a single winning technique might not be feasible. Designers 
need to select a few winning candidates for different contexts. Based on all 
three, we propose a set of clutching design guidelines for a suite of input 
streams and tasks. Finally, we provide an early validation in a design case 
study with 8 expert designers showing that our analysis of clutching and 
design approach can help other designers to understand clutching better and 
support their clutching design for different input streams. 
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Whenever we interact using a mouse and a screen, we regularly reach an 
awkward hand pose or position while moving the device (see Figure 1). Once 
this happens, we need to adjust our fingers, hand, and/or arm to a more 
comfortable pose and re-engage the device to continue manipulation of the 




















Figure 1:  When interacting using a mouse and a screen, the user can extend input 
range through clutching (left). A state transition diagram can represent the clutching 
process (adapted from Buxton [95]) (right).   
 
This phenomenon is called clutching, it occurs across many categories of input 




control. For example, clutching is frequently performed in the pinching 
gesture as users zoom in (or out) a picture displayed on a tablet-computing 
device (see Figure 2). Very similar to mouse clutching, touch-based clutching 
involves a sequence of user removing, adjusting, and replacing his/her fingers 










Input Mode  
Figure 2: Clutching examples on the touchscreen pinching gesture. 
 
Clutching is an important operation in human-computer interaction (HCI) and 
is needed for many input devices and tasks. However, there is a lack of 
research describing clutching and supporting its design. As we enter the 
ubiquitous computing era, an increasing number of novel input streams are 
introduced such as tactile, gesture, or voice control. However, these input 
streams are often brought to the market without proper clutching mechanism, 
which represents a gap between their innovative potential and proven 
usefulness. This has inspired us to firstly aim for a general design approach 
that may fill this gap. Secondly, we aim to showcase our approach using pen 
tilt and pressure, as examples of novel input streams capitalizing on tactile- 
and gesture-based input [99]). The general design approach includes the 




Step1. We analyses the nature and cause of clutching, and based on Buxton’s 3 
state model, we describe clutching as a four-stage process (See Figure 1): 
continuous input (1), mode out (2), adjustment (3), and mode in (4).  The 
sequential relationship (1->2->3->4) and the paired relationship (1&3, 2&4) 
guided us to focus on mode out design, as other stages will be constrained by it 
and stage 1. 
Step2. To design clutching, we identify two main external factors affecting all 
stages of clutching: system capability and application task, which directly 
affect mode out (2) design and indirectly affect later stages (3, 4). The former 
expand the mode out language by examining all afforded actions of the input 
devices using different input channels or multiplex the same input channel. 
The latter narrows down the design options by confliction analysis with the 
supported task, the con-current task or the sequential task. These two steps 
further extend our model of clutching. 
Step3.  Then we demonstrate our approach in clutching design for pen tilt and 
pen pressure, and provided a set of design guidelines. 
Step4.   Finally we examine how our clutching analysis and design approach 
can benefit other designers though a design case study with 8 expert designers. 
The contributions of this thesis are three-fold. First, we come up with a 
general systematic approach to analyze and design clutching to extend the 
input range. Second, we showcase the effectiveness of this approach in two lab 
studies involving the design, analysis, and evaluation of pen tilt and pressure 









2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
We show how clutching is introduced and designed, and how input devices are 
categorized according to their properties in the past as background. This is 
followed by a literature study on mode switching and pen based input that 
related to our design approaches for clutching in pen tilt and pressure. 
 
2.1. Clutching History 
Though clutching is as old as relative positioning control, the term “clutch” 
was introduced in HCI much later [75]. Researchers also used alternatives 
terms such as “ratcheting recalibration mechanism” [54] and “re-clutching” 
[81, 52]. Researchers considered clutching as a universal mechanism, which 
acted as “an engagement of the link between the control actions and cursor 
movements” [80, 88]. This either “repositioned the reference frame of absolute 
pointing” [3], or to “avoid running off the input area” [57, 24]. Early works 
mostly constrained clutching to a mouse-specific phenomenon [76，52，3] 
and defined it as the process of "lifting, adjusting, and repositioning" [76，3]. 
However the clutching problem becomes interesting when researchers tried to 
bring clutching to spatial input devices [81, 76, 52, 3]. 
While the concept of clutching mostly is treated in brief only, the focus of 
novel input techniques is mostly to reduce or even eliminate clutching because 




focused on the negative aspects of clutching and thus aimed to reduce or even 
eliminate it. In a study dated 1990 on variable-acceleration mice (which are 
now commonplace), Jellinek et al. noted “lift[ing] and repositioning the 
mouse result[s] in degraded performance time.” [30]. Jellinek et al.’s 
comment on clutching captures a general appreciation of clutching as a waste 
of both user time and motor action. Researchers have therefore been interested 
in reducing the need for clutching. Their methods include design measures 
promising reduced [24, 25] or even eliminated clutching times [68, 88] for 
those input channels that traditionally rely on clutching. For instance, 
clutching can be reduced by increasing the ratio of display movement to 
control movement (Control-Display gain, or CD gain), but high CD gain can 
hurt performance [75, 2, 9, 92]. An alternative is to dynamically adjust CD 
gain based on the input velocity, called pointer acceleration [2, 4]. This 
technique uses low CD gain at low velocity to improve precision and high CD 
gain at high velocity to cover large distances with minimal clutching. For 
input channels lacking a conventional means to clutch, current research 
focuses on how to improve the accuracy of input sensors using signal 
improving transfer functions [13] so that they can operate over a wider 
effective range. 
Still, most researchers and designers consider clutching to be an issue of 
priority when introducing new techniques such as relative direct pen input [9]. 
In some cases, researchers admit that clutching design is one of the keys to 




hard to design as it jointly relies on device complexity and context of use. 
Some researchers believe that poor clutching design is costly and can cause 
staggering usability problems with end-users [54, 2]. Such problems will be a 
pressing and hard-to-fix for UI designers [54, 11, 73]. Therefore, there is a 
need for solid understanding and careful analysis of its process. 
2.2. Design of clutching techniques 
As an increasing number of sensors are introduced and embedded in 
interactive products, UI designers may struggle to design matching clutching 
solutions. We believe this may be explained by the lack of design guidelines 
on par with sensor technology. Traditionally, lifting devices to initiate the 
clutching process can be applied onto certain input devices and tasks such as 
rolling the barrel on a pen for map navigation [97], which is preferred by input 
device designers [73]. However, for many other input channels, lifting is no 
longer used to initiate clutching. In Zhai's paper [81], a button on the mobile 
device was used for clutching through a 3D navigation task instead of lifting. 
A similar clutching strategy was employed in numerous other works [55, 81, 
73, 76, 52, 3, 65].  
Researchers also have tried to add the clutch button on secondary devices such 
as keyboards or foot pedals [55, 52, 2]. However, this is not always a solution, 
as it can create other usability problems [54] and does not work for device-free 
interaction in which requires hand or finger gesture for clutching [11,1]. 




pressure stream of a digital pen. They used a specific region of a tablet as a 
zone for pressure detection. Sliding the pen outside of that zone triggered 
clutching [27]. Finally, clutching using voice input [55] or velocity change 
sensing [27, 2, 78] has also been proposed.  
Such clutching design is not only random and inefficient, but, to our 
knowledge, it is also not systematical. When design clutching, it did not 
consider the entire process where different stages are related and affect each 
other. However, they did acknowledge that the input device and task could 
affect clutching design, such as fingerball and glove clutching [81]. Our 
exploration of clutching is based on modes, mode switch, and the four-stage 
clutching process suggested here. We leverage the relationship of clutching 
stages and external factors to form a general clutching design approach and 
guideline. 
 
2.3. Input Catergrization 
Input devices have been categorized according to their properties in many 
ways such as their mechanical and electrical properties [21, 79], and human 
performance [29, 66]. However, these works are often overly device-specific. 
Therefore, in order to isolate more fundamental issues, Foley, Wallace, and 
Chan [40] took the notion of logical devices [10], identify six generic 
transactions that reflected the user's intentions, and categorized input 




[94] introduced a taxonomy of input devices that was more rooted in the 
human motor/sensory system. Build on this work, Mackinlay, Card and 
Robertson [86, 45] proposed an input taxonomy that captures a broad part of 
the design space of input devices, which can serve as a pragmatic strategy to 
examine almost all input channels of the systems. These work provide a clear 
way to categorize input devices and their affordance accordingly, however, 
there are still significant gaps. To fill in them, Buxton [95] provide another 
model takes the form of a simple state-transition model and builds on the work 
mentioned above. It can characterize both many of the demands of interactive 
transactions, and many of the capabilities of input transducers, which provides 
a simple and usable means to aid finding a match between the two. These 
researches provide us valuable insights to design clutching, as an important 
characteristic of input device.   
 
2.4. Mode switching 
Mode switching is an important part of clutching. A comprehensive design 
space for it was suggested by Li. [98]. They compared five alternative modes 
switching techniques in pen-based user interfaces and provided some 
guidelines on designing effective ink-gesture switching techniques for pen. 
While their work shed some light on how we can adopt mode switching 
techniques for clutching purposes, their design is limited to pen-based input 




for mode switches such as “quick”, “predictable, "minimally disruptive” [98], 
and “easy-to-access mode switches space” [50]. Modes can cause a significant 
of errors, confusion, unnecessary restrictions, and complexity in interfaces 
[43]. Researchers have tried different ways to alleviate it such as providing 
clear depiction of mode to the user [31]. Another important way is to design 
effective mode switching techniques. One kind of mode switching techniques 
is based on inference based approaches [72], its performance restricted by the 
techniques that discern the two modes, which may resulted in narrow and 
constrained usage. For instance, many tablet systems support an immediate 
delete command indicated by a scratch-out gesture where no explicit actions 
are required to switch mode, while other gestures are not robust due to the 
recognition problems. Another kind of mode switching techniques leverage on 
the help of user mediation [17], through explicit motor action [42, 89], it could 
provide users with consistent mechanisms that are applicable across a wide 
variety of applications. Examples include using a foot pedal in an interface to 
control music sequencing software [18], pressing a button to enter command 
mode [98, 56, 16, 22], moving the input device in certain direction to trigger 
gesture mode [98, 91], employing different physical hardware for draw and 
edit functions [98, 83, 67, 39], or holding the input device motionless to 





2.5. Pen based input, tilt and pressure input 
Research in pen-based input is getting popular these years because of its 
advantage in mobile and creativity usage [53, 96, 70]. Tablets these days can 
accurately detect pen pressure, and pen tilt and rolling angles. To fully 
utilizing these extra degrees of freedom, rigorous studies have been conducted 
to investigate users’ ability to control pen pressure [28], rolling [97], and tilt 
[99]. These studies showed that these input channels provide additional 
continuous degree-of freedom that can be utilized. However, all these 
auxiliary input channels have limited ranges, which restrict them only been 
used by a few drawing and image manipulation programs, like Adobe 
Photoshop, to modulate limited parameters of the active brush, such as stroke 
thickness or color opacity. Therefore, discovering useful ways to expand the 
limited bandwidth of them could dramatically redefine the way these devices 
are used and increase their utility in special applications.  
Among all auxiliary input channels, tilt offers extra primary feedback because 
the angle of the pen implies the expressed value, which could be beneficial for 
eye-free interaction. Tilt input has been widely explored as an additional input 
channel and become a standard hardware component of many small form-
factor devices, such as digital pen, digital cameras, and smart phone. 
Researchers have explored the capability of tilt input and demonstrated its 
feasibility [46,35,37,48,12, 63, 99]. Different muscle groups can operate tilt 
input. Finger based control, such as pen tilt [20, 19, 99, 23, 74, 64], provide 




61, 60, 47, 5, 58, 14, 6], provide coarse control. Tilt based control also has 
been introduced to large input devices, such as TiltTable [33] where users 
interact with by lifting it up and tilting the table’s surface in a given direction. 
Though these work has demonstrate the usefulness of tilt input when entering 
text, controlling menu, navigating documents, or scrolling through a set of 
images. However, current tilt-based systems still not be fully utilized because 
of the input limited range [63, 19].  
Human’s ability to control pressure input has been explored in many research 
works [8, 93, 62, 71], researcher found that that appropriately designed 
pressure-sensitive interaction techniques could be a practical alternative to 
standard movement-based methods. Researchers have integrated pressure 
sensors into existing devices such as mouse [41, 49], pen and tablet [27, 26], 
and mobile devices [77, 13, 85]. Ramos and Balakrishnan explore integrated 
panning and zooming by concurrently controlling input pressure while sliding 
in x-y space [27]. They then study the possibility of using integrated spatial 
movement and pressure input for concurrent selection-action operations [26]. 
The properties of force-based input on a handheld device were examined in 
[77], they suggested that smaller force ranges should be considered in future 
implementations of force input. Pressure also has been explored in mobile 
texting contexts [32, 13, 85] and been reported that pressure input is a valuable 
augmentation to mobile phone keypads. Though promising, pressure input 
also suffered from limited range problem Srinivasan and Chen suggest that 




full use of human capabilities [62]. Mizobuchi et al. [77] suggest that ranges 
of 0-3N are comfortable and controllable and users can reliably apply around 
5-6 levels of pressure [77, 28]. 
Reviewing literature indicates that clutching is an important operation in HCI 
and is needed in many input devices and tasks. However, the sources we 
consulted did not offer a systematic analysis to thoroughly describe and design 
clutching. As we seek to understand the role and nature of clutching we 







3. CLUTCHING USAGE SENARIOS  
 
Clutching is needed in many different scenarios where limited input streams 
need to extend their input range. Before go to the main part of this thesis, we 
will first look at some of the practical usage scenarios that clutching can 
benefit to get an initial understanding of what kind of problem clutching can 
resolve and how clutching works. 
 
Scenarios 1: User Who Holds a Mobile Device for Multi-DOF Input Control 
[81] 
Mike is a 3D graphic designer. In order to view his creations from a wide 
variety of angles, he manipulates a mobile phone with tilt sensors and 
gyroscopes, which analogously adjust the angle from which his 3D object is 
displayed. As he tilts the mobile phone, the on-screen 3D object tilts similarly. 
However, Mike is limited by the capabilities of his wrist, and cannot possibly 
twist his phone to view the object from all possible sides. With clutching 
techniques, he can adjust his hand when he reaches the extent of his possible 
motion tilt again to view the object from any angle. 
 
Scenarios 2: User Whose Hands Are Occupied and Can Only Use Foot Tilt (in 
x-y plane) to Perform Menu Selection  
Jerry is returning from a shopping trip, listening to the MP3 player in his 




use them to interact with his music player. An interface based on tilting the 
foot to make a menu selection would enable hands-free control, but without 
clutching, it would be impossible to select songs from any list of practical size 
because of limited tilt angle of the foot [44]. With clutching techniques, 
however, it would be possible to adjust his foot position when encounter the 
input limits and continue to increase the input value to engage more 
effectively with the device. 
 
Scenarios 3: User Who Uses Finger Pressure Instead of a Mouse  
Tom is a handicapped person who is only able to control his fingertip to 
operate the computer [59, 90]. Rather than using a mouse, he uses finger 
pressure as a primary input stream to control his TV. However, conventional 
mappings of pressure to list selections constrain Tom to a limit of 4 to 6 
channels to choose from, which is problematic [28]. With the help of clutching 
mechanism, he could perform several smaller actions of 4-6 to linked together 
to increase the channel beyond such an impractical limit. 
 
Scenarios 4: User Mainly Uses Pen to Draw, Using Tilt or Pressure to 
Change Function [19] 
Jenny is a digital graphic designer. While drawing with her digital stylus and 
tablet, she likes to use the angle of her pen (tilt) to change color, adjusting her 
pressure on the stylus to change the thickness of her stroke. She does this 




only accurately choose from a few color, size and thickness options. With an 
appropriately designed clutching technique, she can access the full range of 
these parameter values exposed by Photoshop through repeated tilt and 
pressure action. (In Photoshop’s color panel, there are 122 options by default; 
its font size usually ranges from 1-72pt, and the thickness of brushes can be 
set anywhere between 1-2500px). 
 
Summary 
Though these scenarios leverage on different body parts, operate different 
kinds of input devices, and for different purpose, we notice that there are 
several things that are common to all usage scenarios: 1) the input devices and 
their supported tasks have the same kind of relationship 2) the needs for 
clutching to extend the range are similar that can be categorized. 3) clutching 
techniques can resolve the problems in a similar manner. These findings 
indicate there is a need to analyze clutching in details to understand it better 




4. CLUTCHING ANALYSIS 
 
While the topic of input devices is profound and involves many dimensions, 
three concepts are essential for clutching: the input task needs to be continuous, 
the input transfer function needs to be position control, and input mapping 
needs to be relative.  
 
4.1. Capturing the nature of clutching 
Continuous input tasks are input tasks that specify a range of continuous 
values in a single movement (such as mouse position); they are in contrast 
with discrete (binary) input tasks, where a single movement only produces a 
single value (such as key presses).  
In continuous input tasks, designers can choose to use either position control 
or rate control to map the input signal from the human operator to system 
values. Position control is used for human operator controls object positions 
directly where the transfer function from human operator to object movement 
in position control is a constant. In contrast, rate control maps human input to 
the velocity of the object movement where transfer function from human input 
to object movement is an integral [82].  
According to most studies, position control offers more direct and intuitive 
control, which is preferred over rate control [82]. However, direct and intuitive 




digital spaces is typically much larger (e.g., 3D space in Google earth, number 
of spreadsheet rows, or lines of text in a document) and is not constrained in 
the same way as our physical movements are (i.e., the interactive surface 
comes with limited input real estate or our limbs or digits have limited reach). 
Using a constant mapping between human movement and object movement 
(position control) leads to the limited range problem in which the intended 
range of movement is greater than the effective range of movement a user can 
achieve through a single physical movement. This problem is not applicable to 
devices using rate control (such as the TrackPoint [92]), and the maximum 
range is unlimited [15]. Researchers have proposed hybrid input devices 
combining position and rate control to avoid clutching (i.e., RubbeEdge [24]). 
However, this requires the modification of the input device, which is not 
always feasible. For many relative position input tasks, clutching is a viable 
option to extend the range. 
To reach intended range in a digital space using position control input devices 
(e.g., zoom from country to city using Google earth), we need to split our 
movement into a sequence of stages, where each stage can be comfortably 
performed within effective range. Overcoming a mismatch between intended 
and effective range is not limited to computer-based input. It is commonly 
observed in many of our daily activities (e.g., for swimming, pushing a rock, 
and walking, we use clutching to reach an intended range exceeding the 
effective range of a single movement). Therefore, clutching in HCI may be 




However, the way we split and perform our movements is different between 
relative and absolute mapping devices. For input devices using absolute 
mapping (there is a one-to-one correspondence between the input and output 
positions), each split sub-movement for input uses a different physical space, 
for example, to draw a long line on a large display, a user draws several 
segments, and the movement to draw each segment is performed at different 
physical areas on the display. While using relative mapping, the user can 
repeatedly perform the input movement on the same physical space, and this is 
the fundamental case for clutching. Therefore, clutching is a general 
phenomenon that can be observed in any continuous input task that uses 
relative position control, which is the focus of this thesis. 
It is important to note that the term “position” in position control only refers to 
the nature of the transfer function, and should not be narrowly associated with 
only X, Y position values. In fact, it can be applied to any devices that sense 
either linear or rotary position values in 1, 2, or 3 dimensions. Therefore, it 
applies to a wide variety of input tasks from many input devices including 1D 
pressure, rotation, or tilt sensing using pen, 2D position tracking using mouse, 
trackball, touchpad, all the way to 6DOF sensing devices such as glove and 
Wii-mote.  
We find it important to point out that the nature of clutching is a fast-moving 
target. As we enter the age of ubiquitous computing, a wide choice of new 
sensors and input channels reach the market; many of them supporting 




example mentioned earlier, most new smart phones and digital cameras come 
with at least a tilt sensor and sometimes an accelerometer. While these 
embedded sensors offer rich design options, we often do not know how to 
implement clutching techniques for these new input channels. To make 
effective use of these options we view the understanding of how physical 
constraints limits effective range as key. 
 
4.2. Three physical constraints making clutching needed 
Based on the above example of the mouse device, the effective range of a 
continuous input movement controlling the mouse cursor is constrained by one 
of three general types of constraints: 
1. Human constraint: Humans are limited in their capabilities. In the context 
of clutching, two types of limitations are the most relevant: the limited 
physical movement range of our body parts (In the mouse-example, the 
length of our arms limits the distance we can move the device), and 
limitations of our perceptual capabilities (i.e., an ordinary person can only 
reliably distinguish between 6±1 levels of pressure [28]). 
2. Device constraint: Similar to human constraint, the limitations of devices 
also come from two aspects: the constraint imposed by its physical design, 
such as the length of the wired mouse, which determines how far one can 
move the mouse, or the sensing capabilities of the devices. For example, 




levels of pressure values. Even if a person could produce pressure values 
above the range high, the device is unable to recognize such values.  
3. Environmental constraint: Besides human and device, the physical 
environment can also be a constraining factor. The mouse, for example, is 
mainly used on the table, which can limit the range of the movement of the 
device.   
For any continuous input task, these constraints often co-exist, and the 
maximum effective range of a movement will be determined by the most 
constraining factor of the three. 
However, all three types of constraints are not constant and can change over 
time. For example, the human constraint may change if a person injures 
his/her arm and is unable to move it in the same way as before. Similarly, 
device constraint may change if the mouse wire is tangled. The environmental 
constraint is even more likely to change. As intelligent rooms, mobile 
computing, and nomadic workplaces become commonplace, the environment 
in which we work is no longer limited to an office desk, but extends to many 
other places. Consider a user bringing a laptop and a mouse on an airplane. 
The small table size will likely become the most constraining factor. When 
comes to a watch size touch screen, the devices constraints has more 
requirements than other type of constraints. (Figure 3) 
This brings up an important design consideration: since the effective range 
changes over time, the need for clutching technique is not static and will 




determine the need for clutching techniques, it is important to consider all 
potential scenarios where the targeted input task will be performed. It is 
possible that clutching may not be needed for a certain set of usage scenarios, 
but it becomes essential in another. As illustrated by the example above, the 
mouse may require infrequent clutching when used on an office desk, but may 
require frequent clutching when used in a more constrained environment (e.g., 










a) Environmental Constraints (3) is smaller than Human 
Constraints (1) and Device constraints (2)
b) Device constraints (2) 
is smaller than Human 
Constraints (1)
 
Figure 3:  Human, device and environment constraints on an airplane (left) and a 
watch size screen (right) 
  
4.3. Using state transition diagram to describe clutching 1 
Clutching can be simply described as shown in Figure 1 using Buxton’s 3 state 
model [95]. Buxton’s 3 state model uses state transition diagram to capture the 




which is powerful way to understand input devices. However, to describe 










Figure 4: Top: Modification of Buxton’s 3 state model (thick red dotted lines) to describe 
clutching cycle for mouse input, state 1 and 2 was grouped as continuous input mode 
(dotted blue circle). Lift finger and put down finger are examples of mode switching pair, 
named Mode out and Mode in correspondingly. Out of range state is used to adjust input, 
called Adjustment mode. Bottom: the modified clutching model. 
 
1) Since any input mode can directly linked to clutching state as showed in 
(Figure 4 top, red lines between state 0 and 2, no matter it is state 1 (tracking 
state) or state 2 (here for mouse, dragging state). Therefore, for the seek of 




continuous input mode (see Figure 4 bottom,). The reason of adding 
“continuous” is because clutching is not for binary state such as “selection”. 2) 
Out of range (state 0) is used for adjusting input to continue input, therefore 
we name it Adjustment mode. 3) The transition link between input mode and 
adjustment mode, are essentially mode switching, naming Mode out and Mode 
in. The above terms help us to look at clutching at a more abstract and general 
level.   
Since we have a common language to describe clutching process, we can 
leverage it to discover the relationship among its components, and identify the 
design constraints and focus set by the relationship. Notice that the design 
constraints not only come from the internal relationship, but also come from 
the external factors that affecting the clutching process. Therefore, a better-
developed clutching model should also include these external factors. We will 
revisit the clutching model later in section 5. 
 
4.4. Relationship in clutching stages 
The four stage process embraced two kinds of relationships: sequential 
relationship (1->2->3->4) and the paired relationship (1&3, 2&4). 
4.4.1 Sequential relationship among stages 
Although identical in forms, the function and role each stage plays is distinct. 
Continuous Input (stage 1) reflects the input task which typically known to 




however, it strongly influences the design of other stages. Two important 
requirements for designing the other three stages of clutching are:  
1) The following stages should not affect the logic value expressed in the 
continuous Input stage (stage 1): For instance, in the case of the mouse, lifting 
it (mode out), moving it in the air (adjustment), and putting it down (mode in) 
should not change the logic value expressed in the continuous Input stage. 
2) Actions should be naturally linked together to facilitate the later stages:  
Take the mouse example again: lifting it into the air (mode out) also facilitates 
mouse adjustment since there is no friction; adjusting the mouse to a more 
comfortable position facilitates putting down the mouse (mode in) and starting 
input again (continuous input). 
However, designing a proper clutching mechanism to satisfy these two 
requirements is not easy. Designers also need to consider the actual input 
devices and applications task, which serve as external factors affecting all 
stages of clutching process, which will be elaborated upon later.  
4.4.2 Paired relationship among stages 
The paired relationship involves continuous input (stage 1) and adjustment 
(stage 3), as well as mode out (stage 2) and mode in (stage 4).  The first part 
of pair always constraints the design of second part of the pair. We will 
illustrate them in order. 
Intuitively, adjustment should reverse the effect of the continuous input by 
performing the exact opposite movement of the continuous input so that the 




exact opposite action is typically not desirable. For example, when clutching 
with the mouse for a 2D positioning task, the exact reverse action of moving 
the mouse from left to right is to move the mouse back from right to left 
(without lifting the device). To a user, if the adjustment movement shares the 
same input space as the continuous input, it can be confusing and increase the 
possibility of a mode error, which is an undesirable design feature [73].  
Continuous Input Space
Adjustment Space Continuous Input Space
and Adjustment Space
Continuous








Figure 5: Separate continuous input-adjustment spaces (left). Coinciding continuous 
input-adjustment spaces (right). 
 
However, such a separation of the physical space is not always possible. In the 
earlier examples, the separation of input movement and adjustment movement 
was achieved by performing the actions on two separate 2D planes: on-surface 
input and hovering adjustment. If another input channel senses all movements 
in the 3D space, such as multi-DOF control devices like the Wii-mote, there 
will be no unused room left for the adjustment stage. Therefore another 
method (such as pressing and holding a physical button) needs to be designed 





In summary, as a design consideration, the adjustment action is ideally slightly 
different from the input movement so that users clearly identify the different 
purposes of the actions, but close enough so that users will regard it as an 
opposite action to enable natural, continuous input. Different kinds of 
feedback, such as visual and audio, can further help to distinguish the two 
stages. We believe that tactile feedback may be a good choice since it is also 
highly common in real life environments. 
The same case as in mode out and mode in pair, the design of stage 2 also 
implicitly determines the design of stage 4, which should use opposite action 
with distinguished feedback. In the case of mouse movement, they use two 
directly opposite actions (lifting and placing down). Although it is 
theoretically possible to use a non-opposite action in stage 4 to switch to input 
mode, it will be awkward for users if the two mode switch methods are not 
opposites (such as using lifting for mode out and pressing a button for mode 
in). Therefore, the design of stage 2 also implicitly determines the design of 
stage 4.   
Notice that a special case of mode in is more implicit and doesn’t need 
additional actions. For instance, one can press and release a button on the Wii-
mote to mode out then adjust it to a comfortable position and start input by 
reverting to the original input direction to mode in. Note that here the user 
does not need to press the button again since the mode out action in stage 2 
already informs the system to clutch in order to extend the range. Although, 




adjustment stage (not holding the Wii-mote), which could be a design trade-
off for different applications. 
 
4.5. Clutching design: focus and order 
Though the above analysis of the relationship, we know that clutching design 
is for stage 2, 3 and 4, and stage 3 and 4 are decided by the first 2 stages. 
Therefore it is clear that we should focus on the design of mode out stage 
(stage 2), the following stages could be decided later. We notice the design 
requirements set by other stages for mode out are:  
1) Mode out (stage 2) strictly should not affect logic value expressed by 
continuous input mode (stage 1). 
Minimizing the inadvertent motion is a common requirement to all mode 
switching techniques. However for certain mode-mode transition, such as 
inking-gesturing transition, it is not so strict. The system can undo the inking 
caused by the inadvertent motion, if they detect what users perform forms a 
gesture pattern. However for clutching, the adjustment mode (State 3) is meant 
to facilitate input mode (State 1), therefore any disturbance to input mode 
(State 1) caused by the clutching cycle would against its definition and 
unintuitive to users. 
2) Mode out (stage 2) should be more integrated with the input action and be 




Since clutching will trigger more and are used to facilitate the input, therefore, 
it has more requirements on the integration with current input flow and should 
be less accidently trigger. 
In the next section, we will talk about those 2 special requirements in details 




5. CLUTCHING DESIGN 
As we described earlier, clutching design should consider its inner relationship 
and external factors. Since inner factors sets the design focus and order, in 
order to design the appropriate clutching technique, designers need to 
understand the input device and the applications it is used for. They serve as 
an external setup and come with constraints affecting all stages of clutching 
design. For instance, it affects how adjustment stage should be designed. In 
the case of mouse, to distinguish from input stage, we can leverage the 
hardware tracking on/off (mouse on/off the table) properties of the input 
device, and assign the tracking off status to adjustment stage. However in 
other cases, such as the Wii mode and Kinect, the hardware tracking on/off 
state cannot simply be assigned to continuous input and adjustment to form a 
clutching cycle. Since "tracking on/off" will affect all sensors on the input 
devices (e.g., turn off Kinect will track off all sensors), while clutching is used 
for extending a particular input stream (e.g., Kinect using in X-Y- plane), 
therefore using tracking off status as adjustment stage (e.g., for Kinect using in 
X-Y- plane)) will disable other input stream on the input device (e.g., Kinect 
in Z direction, gesture, face recognition).  
In order to see clearly how external factors affect clutching design, instead of 
analyzing how they affect the four stages one by one, we would like to focus 




Mode switching (stages 2 and 4) is basically an event detectable by the system. 
Typical events, generated from input devices, are mouse movement, mouse 
click, and key presses. In order to design the appropriate mode switching 
technique, it will be helpful for the designer to firstly understand all the 
possible ways the mode switching can be implemented. Therefore, the first 
thing we have to consider is the type of input devices the system supports, and 
their properties, thus the system capability. Understanding this factor may help 
us becoming aware of all the possible ways to design the mode switching 
technique from continuous input to adjustment.  
Once we know all the design possibilities for mode switching, the next step 
will be to filter out some of the infeasible designs and narrow down the scope 
of choices. This can be achieved by considering whether it causes any 
conflicts with the application task.  
We will illustrate how these two phases work using pen tilt clutching design as 
an example.  
 
5.1. Using system capabilities to expand the mode out 
To understand the type of event a system can detect, we firstly need to know 
the system’s input capability, which is determined by input devices associated 
with the system. There are a number of papers in the HCI literature that 





For instance, a regular two-button mouse has the capability to detect relative 
movements on the X-, Y-plane and the pressing of two buttons. If the mouse is 
the only input device of the system, the mechanism for a clutching mode 
switching has to come from its available input channels. However, if other 
input sensors (such as a keyboard) are available, the mode switching 
mechanism can employ additional capabilities. In the project Pressure Mouse, 
for example, Shi et al. added a pressure sensor to the mouse [49], and 
MacKenzie et al. modified the mouse to include the ability to detect rotations 
around the Z-axis [34].  
A simple classification of system capabilities would come from looking at 
whether the capability shares the same input channels with the continuous 
input (For examples, all the pen tilt values are comes from the same input 
channels, and pen tilt and pen pressure are treated as two different input 
channels). Therefore the mode out can i) use alternative input channels with 
the original input and ii) multiplex the same input channels. 
5.1.1 Use alternative input channels 
To minimize inadvertent motion to logic value expressed by continuous input 
mode (stage 1), intuitively, this suggests employing a mode out action that is 
implemented using alternative input channels. As we described above, today’s 
input devices are embracing more and more input streams, actions taken in the 
unused alternative input channels can be leveraged as a mode out signal to tell 
the system to disengage current input. Therefore, examine all alternative input 




out action for clutching.  A systematic examination of input capabilities can 
use the approach mentioned in Card et al. [86] so that all the input channels of 
the systems have been examined. For simplicity, we can examine input 
capabilities according to translation (X, Y, Z) and rotation (Rx, Ry, Rz) 
sensing abilities of the input devices. 
Take Wacom Pen as an example, and here we only use pen tilt in X direction 
(pen tilt generated in Y direction are neglected by the application), which will 
affect the value of in (X, Z). Therefore all the alternative input channels by 
current input capacities of a Wacom tablet are: 
Translation: Lifting (Z+), Pressure (Z-), Sliding (X, Y), Barrel button Press (X, 
Y); Keyboard Button Press using non-dominant hand (Z-); 














Among all these input channels, lifting (Z+) a handheld input device or body 
part is a natural clutching action adopted by conventional input devices. As we 
mentioned before, lifting to clutching is more intuitive since it is used as a 
mode out action in clutching examples in our daily activities (lifting the hand 
to clutch swimming, pushing a rock).  
Keyboard Button Press using non-dominant hand (Z-) is among the commonly 
used mode switching techniques. By relegating the activation of clutching to 
the hand opposite of the one controlling the main input channel, we can 
maintain the workflow of the main hand uninterrupted. It has proven to be 
effective for mode switching between inking and gesturing [98]. However, it 
is a two-hand operation, which can be difficult to operate if one hand is 
occupied by other activities. 
Besides the common advantages of using alternative input channels to clutch, 
the act of engaging a second input channel along the first might disrupt the 
user’s ability to send the desired signal along the main channel. For example, 
the act of pressing a button to clutch when tilting a pen will alter the pen’s 
angle, interfering with the main tilt data stream. We will handle this issues in 
the later part. 
 
5.1.2 Multiplex the same input channel 
The other option of design mode out action can come from multiplexing the 
same input channel. With these techniques, we designate some subset of the 




value function with a clutching trigger function. This method relies upon 
signals embedded in the main input stream, and it should also avoid exerting 
influence upon the original input stream’s logical values. The standard 
multiplexing method can be in time domain (time multiplex) or space domain 
(space multiplex). 
Continue the Wacom pen example, the tilt input channels can be further 
divided using time multiplex or space multiplex. Therefore a subset of it can be 
used to signal the mode out action, including: Endzone [38] (space multiplex 
the tilt value and choose the extreme value), dwell (time multiplex the tilt 
input and choose an upper threshold), velocity (time multiplex the tilt input 
and choose a lower threshold). Figure 7 shows these strategies.  
 
Figure 7: Clutching by multiplexing the same input channel for pen tilt 
 
Here is a close analysis: 
EndZone converts the extreme of the input range into mode out zones. It is an 
intuitive technique for clutching since it captures the meaning of “reaches the 
physical range limits”. Clutching mode is engaged when the user reaches the 




user may easily go into end zone if they perform input fast. Notice here in 
space multiplex for clutching, we didn’t choose the InitialZone since it is 
against the definition of clutching usage. 
Dwell is activated when any constant value zone has been active for a preset 
period of time, at which point that zone becomes a mode out zone (As shown 
in Figure 7 middle, animation can highlight the transition from value zone 
(light blue) to clutching trigger zone (dark blue). The arrow means the dark 
region will grow in this direction to occupy the light region.). Although 
previous work shows that it can improve accuracy for target selection [28], 
these results may not necessarily apply to clutching. This technique tends to 
require more time to activate than other techniques and is prone to accidental 
triggering. Moreover, how to decide a common dwell threshold is an open 
question with a solution that depends on sensor properties. 
Velocity is the speed of changing between value zones. When a threshold 
velocity is exceeded, the active zone becomes a mode out zone. Using velocity 
is the opposite of using dwell, where quick motion, rather than the absence of 
motion, triggers clutching [88]. Velocity has been used as a mode switching 
trigger with some success on touch interfaces [88]; however, it is not clear 
whether it is effective with clutching on other input streams. Same as Dwell, 
finding an appropriate threshold is an issue. 
Though each of these strategies has its advantage and drawback, multiplex the 
same input channel can be desirable because they leave other channels free for 




5.1.3 Using state transition diagram to describe clutching 2 
These two kinds of clutching mode out possibilities can intuitively represent 
using state transition diagram (Figure 8): the potential mode out can be the 
edges lead to other potential state, with the difference that the multiplex the 








Barrel Button (X, Z)
Button Non-Dominant Hand(Z-)
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Figure 8: Using different input channels to mode out (upper right, blue); multiplex the 
same input channel to mode out (lower right, blue) 
 
Though analysis of the input capabilities of external factors, we extended the 
original clutching model introduced in Section 4.3 to be more practical. 
 
5.2. Using task confliction to narrow down the mode out 
A thorough examination of input capabilities can identify all possible be used 
for mode out, however the different mode switching methods that comes from 
these input capabilities can have different degrees of disturbance to the 
original input stream. For example, consider again clutching with a mouse, 




in the Z-axis direction for mode switching is an orthogonal movement to the 
input movement on the XY-plane, which has less impact on the original 
movement. A non-ideal design choice would be to click a side button on the 
mouse for mode switching, since this would be a cumbersome interaction 
while holding the device in mid-air. 
As a next step, we need to narrow day the design option by examine the 
application task.  
An input task leverages one or more channels provided by input devices to 
accomplish a computing task. For example, a regular two-button mouse is a 
device with several input channels, but moving the mouse cursor on the screen 
is an task that only leverages the 2D positioning input channel, and it is 
associated with the specific computing task of moving the onscreen cursor 
(see Figure 1). Depending on the input task, the required mode switching can 
be different.  
Therefore, we need to examine the confliction with the continuous input 
stream. We identify three kinds of confliction with supported task, con-current 
task, and sequential task. The first task is a simple task, the second the third 
together corresponding to compound task mentioned in [7, 69]. 
5.2.1 Confliction analysis with supported task 
Followed by the previous discussions on clutching requirements of other 
stages on mode out design, we suggest two kinds of conflicts which mode out 






As we discussed earlier, the mode out action should minimize disturbance to 
the original input stream, therefore, its input direction shouldn’t interfere with 
the original input stream’s input direction. We adopted a force analysis 
approach to analyze the conflicts, similar to what was commonly used in 
physics [36], which is an ideal way to analysis the confliction effect of 
different input actions that happened on an input device. The confliction force 
in a certain direction can be sum of different resolution of force on the input 
devices on that direction: 
Conflict force= Resolution of force 1 + … Resolution of force n 
(n=the number of forces on the input devices performed by human body part) 
 
The final confliction effect may be expressed as the simple produce of conflict 
force and conflict duration:  
Conflict effect = Conflict force * Confliction duration 
 
In the following, we continue using pen tilt (in X direction) clutching design 
as an example. A tilting action in X direction can be divided in two movement 
directions, X and Z. Therefore, lifting (Z+), pressure (Z-), sliding (X), Barrel 
button pressing (X, Z) may potentially conflict with tilting actions they 
support, because the conflict force may not equal to zero. 
And lifting (Z+) will have less affection to the original input stream 
(insignificant conflict effect) due to short duration in sensor decouple time. 
Same as our experience working with mouse, when performing the lift action, 




However, when design clutching for input streams such as pressure, Lifting 
(Z+) is no longer incompatible, since the pressure sensor is mainly working in 
Z DOF and more sensitive than the pen tilt sensors, easily affected by pen lift. 
The following tables summarize the conjectures comes from our directional 
conflict analysis: 






Lifting (Z+) Yes Short Small
Pressure (Z-) Yes Long Big
Sliding (X, Y) Sliding (X) Long Big
Rolling (Rz) No





Table 1: Directional confliction analysis with the supported task for pen tilt 
 
Notice that the directional confliction will not happened when multiplexing the 
same input channel since they are clearly separated with different value. 
Recognition Conflict 
Another conflicts happened as the following cases: 1). Failed to mode out. 
Users intend to mode out but fail to do so. 2). accidentally mode out. User 
accidental mode out when they only want to perform the normal input. These 
two confliction all means there are “Recognition” problems [84] for the 




A recognition conflict will be more severe in the two cases. 1) when 
multiplexing the same input channel, a user either needs to be constantly 
aware of current state though secondary feedback, or needs to anticipate a 
different state. This result in vulnerable to accidental triggering, causing 
delays or errors. 2) button press using the non dominant hand will require 
more coordination abilities than single hand action, which more error prone in 
sensing user’s intention correctly. 
Therefore, EndZone, Dwell, Velocity and Button press using Non-dominant 
hand all potentially suffered from this confliction. However, as we described 
before, this confliction is not as severe as Directional confliction since the 
latter will affect the existing logic value expressed which conflicts with the 
clutching definition.  
 
5.2.2 Conflict analysis with con-current task 
Furthermore, if the input task uses more than one input channel, it becomes a 
con-current task, and additional consideration is required. We will illustrate 
this concept using the following example: consider a con-current input task in 
which the user draws a line with varying width using a Wacom tablet. In this 
con-current task, two continuous input channels are simultaneous involved: a 
2D positioning task and a 1D pressure task. The 2D positioning task is used to 
specify the pixels of the line, and the 1D pressure task is used to specify the 
size of each pixel (see Figure 9). If we want to design the clutching technique 


















4) Mode In  
Figure 9: Con-current task cannot use sliding for pen pressure clutching, it will conflicts 
with inking subtask in XY-plane. 
 
In Zlider [27], the mode out is achieved by moving the pen outside of the 
working rectangle of the widget so that the user can adjust the pen pressure 
and mode in again by moving the pen tip back to the rectangle (see Figure 9). 
In their experiment, this clutching technique has been shown to work very 
effectively. However, this clutching technique is not suitable for all con-
current tasks. For example, once the user attempts to move the pen outside of 
the sensing area, the 2D positioning sub-task is interrupted. In this case, we 
need to choose a different mode out technique, such as hitting a key on the 
keyboard to trigger the clutching technique. Same as in the pen tilt examples 
here, Sliding (X, Y) is not conflicted with the 2D positioning task.  
 




Individual input tasks rarely work as standalone. An application mostly 
involves a variety of input tasks working together for goal achievement. For 
example, the desktop application of an operating system uses a number of 
input tasks. These tasks include moving the cursor using the mouse, selecting 
an object by clicking the left mouse button, dragging an object by moving the 
mouse while holding down the right mouse button, or triggering the context 
menu by clicking the left mouse button. All of these tasks work together to 
provide a rich and convenient set of controls for the user to interact with the 
desktop application.  
When designing an optimal clutching technique for a particular input task, 
such as using the tilt value to specify the line width, we need to consider not 
only the task itself, but also all the other input tasks that are supported by the 
application in order to avoid potential conflicts. For example, if in this 
drawing application, pressing the barrel button on the pen has already been 
associated with bringing up a context menu, then re-using it for the clutching 
technique will cause a conflict within the system. In some situations, lifting a 
device also associated with other sequential tasks, like confirming a selection 
or cancelling an action, this can conflict with clutching activity. 
 
Therefore the final mode out would be: 
Available Mode out = System capabilities - Confliction 





5.2.4 Using state transition diagram to describe clutching 3 
The confliction analysis for the potential mode out action can be represented 
using state transition diagram as showed in Figure 10. Here we use the 
loopback action represent the supported task (here tilt), another node 
represents the con-current task (here inking in X-Y- plane), and another node 
presents the sequential task (here context menu). Notice that since the con-
current task and continuous input mode work together, there will be no 
transition condition between them. 
 
Figure 10: Confliction analysis using state transition diagram for pen tilt. The mode out 
action should be examined with the supported task, the con-current task and the 
sequential task (showed in red line and cross) 
 
Tilt now, though the analysis with application task of external factor and 
combined with the extendings in Section 5.1.3, we finished extending the 






6. CLUTCHING EVALUATION ON PEN TILT 
 
While theoretical analysis helps us to narrow down the possible design choices 
and generate design assumptions, to validate them, empirical studies are 
needed. Here we evaluate the clutching techniques on Tilt sensors on pen. 
 
6.1. Task and Stimuli 
Experiment is based on an abstract selection task that resembles choosing an 
item from a long menu.  Each trial presents a blue cursor highlighting the 
first item of 45, arranged in a horizontal line. The target item appears as a 
black box amongst a row of white non-targets (See Figure 11). To maintain a 
natural mapping with the display, we use only the x-axis tilt data. User tilts in 
x-axis to move the cursor while selecting the target using another hand press 
button “S”. The timer begins when the pen comes in contact with the tablet 
and ends when the target is acquired and selected by pressing a key. The 
distance from the start position to the target is an independent variable with 4 
levels, set to 5, 12, 26, and 40 items away from the target. To reduce 
familiarity effects, we introduced a randomly chosen distance variation from 
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Figure 11: EndZone Clutching Techniques for Pen Tilt. User tilt the pen to extreme to 
clutch (showed in yellow) 
 
6.2. Pilot Study 
We implement all the 9 types of mode out methods in the pilot study. The pilot 
shows that: 
1. Pressure, Sliding, and Barrel button press does easily affect existing logic 
value, which is not acceptable for clutching. Another reason pressing a 
barrel button is not preferred since it becomes difficult when the pen is in 
certain positions (e.g. the extremes). This is also justified by literature that 
triggering an action with the barrel button is error prone [28]. Lift can 
maintain the tilt value unchanged, justified our analysis. 
2. It is interesting to see that for Rolling (Rz*), though theoretically not 




due to the reason that when user rolling the pen, their hand holding 
position consistently changes. 
3. Users reported difficulty in controlling Velocity with pen tilt. We suspect 
that velocity control with device rotation is hard since the speed 
acceleration and deceleration need to be made within a short range. 
Velocity is likely to perform better along translational (rather than 
rotational) degrees of freedom. 
Therefore, the 4 techniques we chose for our formal experiment are: (Figure 11 
and Figure 12) 
Lift: User lifts the pen any state to clutch, same as mouse clutching. 
Button: User uses non-preferred hand to press a button “Ctrl” on keyboard to 
clutch. 
EndZone: EndZone enables clutching mode at the extremes of the input range. 
The threshold for tilt is 45 degrees; 
Dwell: Dwell enables clutching mode after pausing for a fixed interval. Based 
on the results of our pilot study and prior results, we set the dwell timeout for 
tilt to be 0.6s. 
For adjustment mode (stage 3), users need to swing back the pen (See Figure 
11). Since lifting the pen are no longer the standard mode out action, user can 
either choose to use the same input space to do adjustment (without lifting the 





To end clutching state (mode in) in the four settings, user can explicitly do the 
actions that opposite to mode out (e.g., put down the pen) or implicitly starts 
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Figure 12: Lift, Button and Dwell Clutching for pen tilt (here we only list the mode out) 
 
We examined the four techniques described above, plus the baseline, No 
Clutching, where the full extent of the physical range is mapped to the full 
logical range. Visualization of tilt state is provided (Figure 11). For the sake of 
increasing the generalizability of our results, our experiment introduces two 
degrees of granularity (resolution) as an independent variable (except for No 
Clutching). In the low granularity condition, the physical range is partitioned 
into 15 slices: one representing the origin, and seven on either side. The high 
granularity condition similarly breaks the physical range into 29 (14×2 + 1) 




item within seven or 14 steps, respectively, of the cursor’s current position 
without clutching. By increasing the effective resolution, fewer clutches are 
required to reach the target, but precisely selecting items is more difficult. The 
granularity is chosen based on the results of our pilot study, to ensure error 
rates less than 10% for normal selection tasks. In the No Clutching condition, 
this is demonstrated in the extreme. We explicitly avoided using a transfer 
function (such as PressureFish, [49]) to avoid making our claims dependent on 
these. We wanted to derive general principles, which a transfer function could 
have constrained. Thus, we used the raw sensor data. 
 
6.3. Evaluation Metric and Hypothesis: 
A good clutching technique should also offer an overall performance gain. 
Therefore for each trial, we measure the following dependent variables: 
1. Total time taken to acquire the correct target. This variable actually contains 
2 parts: the time to use clutching to move to the target, and the time to select 
the target. Since we use the same means to move the cursor and select the 
target, it can be used as a metric to measure the quickness and effectiveness of 
clutching. 
2. The number of target selection errors (instances where a non-target is 
selected). Since clutching itself is a sub-action, it is important that the primary 
action (such as target selection) is not impeded.  Therefore, a good clutching 




3. The number of crossings (occasions where the cursor passes over the target). 
This variable is mainly used to measure the difference between clutching 
techniques and the No Clutching condition, since they use different 
granularities. Crossing count indicates the ease of control. 
4. The number of clutches. This is a more direct measurement of the 
effectiveness of clutching techniques. 
Given the aforementioned clutching technique space analysis and evaluation 
metric, we can form our hypothesis:   
1. No-Clutching should have significantly more errors and crossings than 
clutching conditions, since it is hard to control. However, it is not clear 
whether the advantage of better control for clutching condition will overcome 
the disadvantage of more time spent. 
2. Dwell will trigger significantly less selection errors than other techniques 
and significantly more time and crossing than other clutching techniques. We 
assume the advantage of Dwell in accuracy will also apply to clutching usage, 
making them select more carefully, since it slows their movement actions. 
However, the side effect on speed is also significant. Moreover, the 
disadvantage in accidently triggering will amplify the speed lost. 
Regarding Lift, Button and EndZone, it is not clear which one will have the 
biggest speed advantage. Lift is a natural clutching action for many devices, 
which users might find more intuitive. For Button and EndZone, the former is 
reported effective for mode switching [98] and the latter features the benefit of 




Moreover, EndZone naturally encourages users to make use of the full value 
range, suggesting that EndZone may require significantly fewer clutches. 
These techniques also minimize device moment compared to lift, since 
clutching no longer involves moving the device. Although this may save time 
in theory, users are likely to already have familiarity with Lift, which might 
mitigate the benefits. 
 
6.4. Experiment Procedure and Design 
The experiment lasted for approximately 60 minutes. A five minutes 
demonstration of all five techniques was shown to each participant. Each was 
then given a 15 minutes practice period to become familiar with all techniques. 
In the formal study period, test subjects completed six repeated trials at each 
of four distance levels for each combination of technique and granularity, 
presented in random order. The techniques were presented in the same order in 
both practice and formal study periods. Technique and granularity were 
counterbalanced with a Latin square. After the experiment, participants were 
asked to fill out a questionnaire to rank the tested techniques. 
We used a Wacom Intuos4 PTK-440 309x208mm tablet with the standard pen. 
Ten participants (7 males) from 21 to 40 years of age participated in the 
experiment. The subjects were recruited through posters located around 




Excluding practice, the experimental design consisted of 10 subjects × 5 
techniques × 2 granularities × 4 distances × 6 repeats, for a total of 2400 trials. 
 

























































































































Figure 13: Experiment result 
 
Time: There was a significant main effect of techniques (F5, 45=32.28, p<0.001) 
on time. No Clutching was quicker than other techniques (p<0.001). Among 
the other techniques, Lift was quickest and Dwell was slowest (p<0.05). 
EndZone performed quicker than Button (p<0.05). 
Error Rate: We also saw a main effect of techniques (F5, 45=8.11, p<0.001) 
upon error rate. No Clutching had more errors than other techniques (p<0.05 





Crossings: There was a main effect of techniques upon the number of 
crossings (F5, 45=76.33, p<0.001). No Clutching had more crossings than other 
conditions (p<0.001). Dwell had more crossings than Button and Lift, (p<0.05) 
suggesting Dwell is hard to control. 
Clutches: EndZone required significantly fewer clutches (p<0.05), while users 
clutched more often with Dwell (p<0.001). 
Granularity: We also saw that Granularity had a significant effect on time, 
errors and crossings (p<0.05). 
Clutches: EndZone required significantly fewer clutches (p<0.05), while users 
clutched more often with Dwell (p<0.001). 
Adjustment and Mode in: Users prefer to use separate adjustment space and 
implicit mode in (p<0.001). 
 
6.6. Recommendations for designing clutching techniques for pen tilt 
The results justify our assumptions, and provide us with additional insights in 
applying proper clutching techniques for different tasks and input streams. 
6.6.1 No Clutching versus Clutching Techniques 
For pen tilt, we found that No Clutching was still consistently the quickest 
technique given its poor control. However, our experiment did not penalize 
users for making errors. Users made approximately two errors every ten trials, 
which is unacceptable for any real world selection task. No Clutching also 




These factors may show significant speed loss for sensors that access a smaller 
value domain. For instance, using pressure to select from a range of 20 items 
without clutching is intractably difficult. 
6.1.2 Comparison of Selected Clutching Techniques For Pen Tilt 
Lift showed a clear advantage in speed, followed by the alternatives EndZone, 
Button and Dwell, in that order. Dwell offered the best error rates, followed by 
Lift and EndZone, then Button. For tilt, we found that the intuitiveness factor 
of Lift outcome the potential benefits of EndZone and Button, which we didn’t 
expect before. We suspect that Button’s poor performance was because 
participants had difficulty coordinating the button clutch action with the back 
and forth tilt action, leading to delays and errors. When Lift is unacceptable, 
but speed is a concern, EndZone is a reasonable alternative. In scenarios where 
accuracy is highly beneficial, Dwell might be useful. The case study showed 
that when design clutching, finding a single winning technique might not be 
feasible. Designers need to select a few winning candidates for different 
contexts. 
6.1.3 Low Granularity versus High Granularity 
Choosing a lower granularity could improve accuracy by increasing control at 




7. CLUTCHING EVALUATION ON PEN PRESSURE 
 
To learn more about clutching and how our approach works in general, we 
conducted a second experiment on pressure, an input stream quite different 
from tilt. Tilt is high resolution and bidirectional, while pressure is low 
resolution and unidirectional, which makes for an interesting contrast.  
 
7.1. Experiment setting 
The experimental design was virtually identical, but the low and high 
granularity levels were set at 3 and 6, respectively, and targets were positioned 
at levels of 4, 8, 16, and 32. Since pressure is one directional input stream, we 
gave users another button to change direction, if necessary.  
We did another pilot study to finalize the experiment conditions. We excluded 
the following conditions according to our analysis and pilot study: 
1. Lifting and sliding: As we discussed earlier, clearly these two will have 
directional confliction with the supported task with pressure input stream. 
2. Barrel Button: We found that when using pressure sensors, barrel button is 
even harder to press because of the tense pen-holding gesture. 
3. Velocity: In previous experiment, we found that velocity control with 
device rotation is hard since the speed acceleration and deceleration need 
to be made within a short range. The problems become severe when using 




4. Rolling: The influence to pressure value brought by rolling is less than to 
tilt value. However since it still affects the logic value of pressure, we 
exclude from the formal study.   
Therefore, we examined only four techniques: No Clutching, Button Press 
Using Non-dominant hand, Dwell, and EndZone. For the No Clutching 
technique, we split the pressure space into just 10 levels, since finer 
resolutions made the task unfeasibly difficult. Thus, we could only collect data 
for the two shortest distance levels. Other conditions works in the same merit 
as in the pen tilt case. Figure 14 showed the visualization for the Endzone 
condition, Button and Dwell is similar to that in pen tilt. 
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Figure 14: EndZone Clutching Techniques for Pen Pressure 
 





The design of experiment 2 (excluding practice) consisted of 12 subjects ×2 
granularities ×6 repeats ×(3 techniques ×4 distances + 1 No Clutching ×2 
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Figure 15– Experiment 2 results 
 
Time: At distances 4 and 8, No Clutching was still significantly faster than the 
others (p<0.005), except for Button or EndZone. For all distances, Dwell was 




Error Rate: No significant main effect upon errors was found.  
Crossings: For distance 4 and 8, No Clutching still had more crossings 
(p<0.05) than clutching techniques. Dwell had less than except EndZone 
(p<0.05). Considering all distances, Dwell had less than Button (p<0.05). 
Clutches: Dwell had significantly more clutches (p<0.001). 
Interactions: Similarly we saw a significant three-way interaction of technique, 
distance and granularity upon completion time (p<0.001). 
Granularity: Granularity had a significant effect on time, error rate and 
crossings (p<0.005). 
Adjustment and Mode in: Users have to use the same adjustment space to 
adjustment the input devices, and although they can use the pumping action 
without lifting the input device to adjust, lifting is still being used quite often.  
Most users still prefer implicit mode in (p<0.001). 
 
7.3 Discussion 
Clutching on Pressure Compared with Tilt Sensors 
The guidelines we formed from pen tilt experiment generally apply here. It 
was interesting to see less variation between techniques with pressure, while 
the effect of granularity became more substantial. For lower resolution sensors 
like pressure, performance is affected more by the sensor’s capabilities and 




One difference we found was that Dwell triggered fewer crossings in pressure, 
while in tilt, it had more. This suggests that users have relatively better control 
for pressure when using Dwell, as seen previously [28]. We also saw improved 
speed with Button, which suggests that coordinating the movements of two 
hands is easier with pressure. Given the above analysis, we recommend that 
designers refer to our guidelines and evaluate several candidate extending 
techniques before choosing one for a particular sensor. 
 
7.4 Five General Clutching Design Guidelines 
While many clutching technique designs are possible for various input streams 
and tasks, we demonstrated a general approach to come up with new and 
effective designs. Though we designed our study with a pen-based system, the 
approach should be applicable to other input channels that have a limited 
range of values. Here we summarize the design guidelines as followings: 
1) Consider the dynamic needs for clutching that result from human, device, 
and environmental constraints. 
2) Clutching contains four different stages. One should leverage its inner 
relationships to design for each stage. 
3) Interaction designers can leverage the external factors to look for different 
channels to implement the clutching, or multiplex the same input channels. 
4) Designers can narrow down the design options through theoretical 




5) A group of clutching techniques should be considered according to 






8. CLUTCHING DESIGN CASE STUDY  
 
We are interested in how our analysis of clutching, the proposed design 
approach and the derived design guidelines can facilitate designers to 
understand the nature of clutching and thereby improve their design process. 
Therefore, we carried out a design case study by inviting experts, to provide us 
with initial insights and a basic validation of our analysis. 
 
8.1. Participants and Environment 
Our case study involved eight expert interaction designers, with an average of 
eight years of experience. All of them are males, ages ranging from 29 to 37 
years old (M=33, SD=1.67). The evaluation sessions took place in a university 
design studio with three commonly used input devices:  
1. Wacom Intuos4 stylus, with input channels such as X-,Y- sensing, barrel 
button, pressure, tilt, rolling, hover.  
2. Nexus One touch phone, with input channels such as touch sensor, button, 
and accelerometer 
3. Kinect for Xbox 360, with input channels such as space sensing, image 
recognition, motion sensor. 
Designers are reported familiar with the input devices (Scale 1-7, 7 means 




they can use any additional hardware that would help them to design an 
optimal clutching technique.  
  
8.2. Task 
Participants were asked to design clutching techniques for three scenarios with 
a distinct input device for each scenario. The three scenarios are respectively 
one-, two-, and three-dimensional (1D, 2D and 3D):  
1D Participants were instructed to use pen pressure in the Z-axis to adjust the 
brush size in the software. The task was to extend the range of the pen 
pressure (from 1-6, limited by the perceptive ability of humans) to reach a 
level of 15 to select all 15 possible brush sizes in the software. 
2D Participants were instructed to use finger touch on a touch phone (XY-
plane) to drag a desktop icon. The task was to extend the range of the 
touchscreen (from 1-200px, limited by the screen size) to reach a distance 
of 900px. 
3D Participants were instructed to use hand movement in the XZ-plane to 
navigate around a map on a large display and to zoom-in along the Y-axis. 
The task was to extend the range in which the arm can move (from 0.1-
0.5m, limited by the arm length) to reach a distance of 1.5m on the XZ-
plane.  
Among them, 1D task is a con-current task (with drawing), 2D task is a simple 






a. 1D task 
 





b. 3D task 
Figure 16: Three task settings for design case study. Legend: starting point (start arrow), 
Ending point (end arrow (not shown in the 3D task since it is outside the screen)), and 
limited physical input range (brace) 
   
8.3. Method 
The entire study took approximately 100 minutes. The case study process was 
conducted in the following three steps: 
Step 1 Introduction and Interview (20 minutes): Participants were introduced 
using the following materials in this order: a) PowerPoint-based 
documentation of relatively rich definitions of clutching from literature [24, 
54, 80, 88], b) videos demonstrating examples of how clutching is 




demonstrations of the three input devices and the input tasks. Finally, they 
were interviewed about their current understanding of clutching. 
Step 2 Design (40 minutes). Participants were asked to design clutching 
techniques for the three scenarios. We used the think-aloud protocol to 
evaluate their understanding, design process, and design considerations of 
clutching. All participants were allocated 30 minutes’ time for the 
clutching design process. Four of the participants (P1-P4) had a 10-
minutes’ introduction of our approach before the design (Guided) while 
the remaining four of them (P5-P8) had their introduction of our approach 
after the design (Non-Guided). 
Step 3 Interview (40 minutes): Participants were interviewed with questions 
regarding the following topics, presented in this order: a) whether they 
understood the aim of our analysis, b) whether our analysis helped them to 
better understand the concept of clutching, c) if our approach aid them in 
design, how did it help them, and lastly d) what additional guidelines do 
they feel our approach is lacking. 
  
8.4. Results and Discussion 
The results are based on the comparison of 2 interviews and comparison of the 
performance of Guided group and Non-Guided group. The case study showed 
that our approach clearly i) enhances designers’ understanding of what 




to point out what one designer reported: “I generally know the process of 
clutching, maybe subconsciously, but this approach makes the understanding 
and design much more clear and rich.” (P3)  
We now summarize our observation and interview outcome in four sub-
sections. Firstly, we summarize and discuss the suggested analysis’s 
explanatory power. Secondly, we discuss its capacity to enhance 
understanding. Thirdly, we examine how well the design approach can support 
clutching design. Fourthly, based on these observations, we point out 
shortcomings in the approach.   
8.4.1 Suggested analysis’ explanatory power  
Compare the two round of interview results, we find out: Before introducing 
our analysis, designers tended to emphasize certain characteristic of clutching 
introduced by literature or their observation of common clutching phenomena 
in computing, such as “A way to extend the input range” (P1, P4), “repeating 
the same actions” (P3, P6).  We observed that such incomplete 
understanding made them confused when asked to judge certain examples in 
computing such as rolling a 3D-ball to roll 3D object as shown in [81], and 
repeat reverse action also increase logic value in clutch-free techniques [88]. 
We have showed that the analysis presented in this thesis helps clarifying such 
misunderstanding. That is, in the second interview, we have seen that designer 
can easily use the analysis to identify clutching examples in both computing 
and non-computing cases. They commented “The analysis can be used to 




Previously, they thought clutching was a term used only for computing and 
automobiles. Inspired by our analysis, they viewed clutching as a universal 
mechanism and discovered various clutching examples in non-computing 
world, such as “turning the key” (P4), using a screw driver” (P7), “Rotate car 
driving wheel when reach the limits” (P8).  After knowing our analysis, one 
designer excitingly tried to apply the concept of clutching to daily activities 
such as “open and close teeth several times until finish ripping the food” 
“breathe many times to live”. (P2). Another designer discovered that “pulling 
a rope with two hands seems like ‘dual clutching’ which can be borrowed to 
improve clutching in computing input, since it leverage the adjustment time to 
input”  (P3). We find it interesting to see how many of our daily activities 
have analogies to a clutching concept. Hence, a good understanding of specific 
daily activities may be re-used to grasp the intuitiveness of computing input 
and may serve as a metaphor to improve clutching design. 
8.4.2 Suggested analysis’ capacity to enhance understanding 
Not only did designers use our analysis to describe, identify, and distinguish 
clutching from non-clutching examples in input, but they also formed a deeper 
understanding of clutching. One designer mentioned that “I now understand 
the different factors result in needs for clutching and how it is different from 
other range extension techniques both in form and usage, since clutching is 
default and most intuitive, general way to extend the range that rooted in real 
life, others are for special usage” (P4). Another said: “even other range 




input, for instance, mouse with acceleration function” (P8). They also 
explained that “lifting” is a preferred mode switching method for clutching in 
computing since “it borrows the most common real world metaphor.”   
Compare the observation in design section also pointed at the same conclusion. 
For Non-Guided group, they were more likely to have the two tendencies: 1) 
to design other range extension techniques that they thought were clutching, 
although they previously claimed the techniques were not. 2) They changed 
their definition of clutching time to time during the design section. All results 
showed that the Non-Guided group cannot get clutching’s nature and process. 
After being introduced to the four-stage analysis after design section, one 
designer in Non-Guided group admitted: “I didn’t realize clutching including 
four stages; I thought it is only about mode switches and extend the range” 
(P7).  
In the Guided group, designers tended to have a constantly unified mental 
model and definition of clutching. They knew mode out was just one stage of 
clutching, and therefore they took more time in designing distinguishable 
feedback for adjustment stages and the second mode switch. As one designer 
commented, “The analysis capture different characteristic of clutching, which 
make my understanding more comprehensive” (P1).  
8.4.3 Suggested approach’ capacity to support clutching design  
When asked to design clutching, they expressed that both the constraints of 
input devices and the mapping between physical and virtual space should be 




spend a lot times designing the mode out action. However, the Non-Guided 
group lacked of design direction for mode out stages after exhausting all their 
intuitional ideas. Meanwhile, the Guided group asked more questions in order 
to understand the capacities of input devices and looked for the unused 
channels to do the mode switches. For instance, P3 compared the capacities of 
Kinect (face recognitions, body gesture, dual hand gesture, finger gesture) and 
tried to compare the differences of using them to signal mode out for clutching. 
Interestingly, we this also showed that our guideline help leading designers to 
more creative clutching design. 
When designing the clutching using the same capacities, Guided group also 
more likely took the application tasks into consideration. For instance, all 
designers thought about using hand gesture to implement the mode switches 
for 3D tasks. The Guided group, however, went one-step further and discussed 
gestures that are more intuitive to users - in the context of the applications 
(e.g., designers indicate grabbing, pitching, rotating, nailing gestures for 
different applications). Some designers also found that design feedback for 
adjustment was very important. For instance, P2 suggested releasing a barrel 
button on the stylus to mode out and pressing the button to mode in. So, there 
would be a tactile feedback for the input (holding the button) and no tactile 
feedback for adjustment (not holding the button) – this again would be 
consistent with the mouse clutching and real-life clutching experience. This 
also showed that the designers understood the relationship between the stages, 




be found in designing mode out for stylus pressure, designers compare which 
action have minimal disturbance with input stage among tilt, rolling and 
button press (P1). 
8.4.4 Shortcomings with the suggested approach 
Designers admired that our approach is “a systematical stage by stage abstract 
analysis and design approach” (P1), which helps to understand the clutching 
phenomenon better and more profoundly. However, they also thought that 
from the design-perspective, they did not like to follow a strict “stage by stage 
thinking pattern”, which would result in a more engineering design paradigm 
that “could help in later implementation process” (P6). Our observations in 
the design process also justified this statement. After briefing them with our 
analysis, designers seldom referred back to our material. Instead, they 
preferred a minimal-guideline design style. They commented that “clutching 
contains four different stages”, “looking for the unused channels and multiplex 
existing channel to signal mode switch”, and “design distinguished feedback 
for adjustment stages” are the three most important messages they need for an 
optimal design (P1-P8). Finally, they suggested that more interesting 




9. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 
 
Clutching is an important operation in HCI to extend the input streams. In this 
thesis, we contribute in this area with a general systematic approach to analyze 
and design clutching to extend the input range and showcase the effectiveness 
of this approach in two study for pen tilt and pressure, and a design case study 
involving 3 different kinds of input streams. We conclude that: 
1) We provided a better understanding of the clutching process (four stage 
process) which is part of many computer input devices and many human 
computer interaction praradigms in general, by systematically analysing the 
clutching paradigm and how it can more formally be expressed. 
2) We provided an extensive survey of related work and several clutching 
usage scenarios to provide to the community a better understanding of 
where and how clutching is currently being used in human-computer 
interaction. 
3) Leverage on our insights of clutching analysis part, we provide a general 
clutching design methodology and guidelines that then being evaluated 
through user experiments on Wacom Pen. 
4) We further conducted a more general clutching design case study on HCI 





We hope our analysis, design method and guidelines can benefit other 
clutching design practice in the future. 
Our work also has some limitations. Firstly, we proposed an analyzing 
framework and design methodology that not commonly used in Human 
Computer Interaction research, although this framework and methodology 
show their usefulness in clutching study, it needs further detailed 
consideration and validation (e.g., to be approved mathematically and 
formalized theoretically). Secondly, we only conducted two lab experiments 
on a specific input device (Wacom Pen), though these two experiments can 
validate our theory to certain extent, more solid experiments and comparisons 
need to be performed. 
As a future work, we plan to test our approach on other input streams, such as 
phone tilt and Kinect. Seeing how designers can adopt our approach in their 
clutching design practice in a longitude study will be another interesting 
direction to go. Finally, since our approaches can systematically generate 
mode-switching candidates for clutching using state transition diagram, it also 
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